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Abstract

Supervised learning has received considerable attention in the area of machine
learning research. In this type of learning, a classifier is learnt from the avail-
able data, which is considered as training set and the classifier performance is
computed based on how well it correctly labels the unseen data which is test
set. Performance of the classifier depends on the quality of the dataset used for
training. However, real world data suffer from noise, reducing the performance
of the learning algorithms. In this paper, noise in the attributes of the train-
ing set are considered and experimented with three noise filters using Support
Vector Machine classifier on Pima and Heart Datasets. The results have shown
that Ensemble Filter significantly improves the performance of classification
accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Classification is a Supervised Learning technique which learns from an anno-
tated attribute-value pairs of dataset, a training set and predicts the class label
of a given set of attribute-value pairs with unknown class of instances,a test
set. In the real world, the data set used for mining knowledge is collected from
several diversified sources. During this process of collection, the data is prone
to errors. This deviation in values is considered as noise. Noise is any random
element. In other words, Noise can be considered as a variance in a measured
variable. Noise in the dataset may be due to hardware failures, programming
errors, delay in machine reading etc., Numerals in String Attribute, unmatched
enumeration(yes/no), entries other than the domain of the attribute[1] are some
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of the examples of noise in the data sets.
The presence of noise in the datasets increases the training time, complexity in
bulding the model, deteriotes the predictive ability of the classifier [2]. Certain
possible solutions for handling noisy data [1],[5] are:
Manually inspect and remove the noisy instances. Cluster the data and find
instances or attributes that lie outside and remove. Determine the function
using regression and then remove those far from the predicted value. Ignoring
values which occur below a certain frequency threshold. Applying of smoothing
function over known-to-be-noisy data. Elimination of noise is done as a prepro-
cessing step termed as data cleaning of mining process to improve the quality of
the classifier. Filters are used to eliminate noise. Classifiers themselves can act
as filters, single classifier, ensemble filters, consensus filters are various types of
filters mostly used in dealing with the noisy data mining.

2. Literature Survey

Elimination of noise is done as a preprocessing step termed as data clean-
ing of mining process to improve the quality of the classifier. Filters are used
to eliminate noise. The paper [9] provides a very good study and impacts of
class noise and attribute noise on classification. Classifiers themselves can act
as filters, single classifier, ensemble filters, consensus filters are various types of
filters mostly used in dealing with the noisy data mining. In [7] John used c4.5
for both filtering and classification. Wilson in his paper [6] uased a kNN Clas-
sifier with k=3 as filter and then classified the filtered instances using 1-NN. In
[3] Brodley and Friedl employed an ensemble of classifiers to filter the training
data and the correctly classified instances were used by the final classifier. They
suggested from the emperical results that ensemble filter approach is considered
as an effective method for identifying labelling errors. In [4], mislabled instances
are identified by using classifiers as filters. They used single filter, majority fil-
ters and consensus filters for experimentation and the results have shown that
classification accuracy increased by filtering.
Jason and Taghi in [10] proposed a pariwise attribute noise detection algo-
rithm(PANDA). Taghi in his paper [8] proposed a technique for detection of
noisy instances relative to an Attribute Of Interest(AOI). They ranked the noisy
instances relative to the user specified attribute. Taghi in his another paper [11]
detected noisy instances with attribute noise using PANDA proposed by him.
He identifies the attributes with most noise given a dataset in [11]. Garcia et
al in [12] investigated the use of data complexity measures in identifying the
existence of noise in the dataset.

3. Comparative Study of Noise Filters for Attribute Noise Datasets.

In this work, EnsembleFilter is used to preprocess attribute noise datasets
and classified using Support Vector Machine. Pima, Heart datasets with 20% of
attribute noise taken from KEEL datarepository [13] is used for experimenting.
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Table 1: Details of the data sets.
Name of the Dataset # Features # Instances # Classes
Pima 8 768 2
Heart 13 270 2

Table 2: Confusion Matrix
Predicted Positives Predicted Negatives

Actual Positives True Positives(TP) False Negatives(FN)
Actual Negatives False Positives(FP) True Negatives (TN)

Each dataset classification is done by 5-fold cross validation for training set and
the preprocessed training set with EnsembleFilter is used to classify test set
instances.

3.1. Dataset

3.2. Evaluation Criteria

Performance of a classifier is calculated based on the confusion matrix. Various
measures used for describing the performance of the classifiers are based on the con-
fusion matrix and are listed below.

Sensitivity = TP Rate = Recall = TP
TP+FN

FN Rate = FN
TN+FP

Specificiy = TN Rate = TN
TN+FP

FP Rate = FP
TP+FN

Gmean =
√
Sensitivity × Specificity

4. Results and Analysis

The table 3, shows the accuracy of two datasets Pima and Heart respectively
without any preprocessing and by using three popular noise filters ClassificationFilter,
CVCommitteeFilter and EnsembleFilter classified by Support Vector Machine. The

Table 3: Accuracy of Attribute Noise Datasets using Support Vector Machine

Data Set Filter Training Test
Pima No Filter 0.73 0.75

ClassificationFilter 0.85 0.75
CVCommitteeFilter 0.80 0.75
EnsembleFilter 0.85 0.76

Heart No Filter 0.81 0.81
ClassificationFilter 0.92 0.82
CVCommitteeFilter 0.82 0.82
EnsembleFilter 0.92 0.83

Results represent that application of noise filters improves the accuracy of Support
Vector Machine. Among three noise filters
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5. Conclusion

The performance of supervised learning algorithms depend on the quality of the
training set. Noise in the attributes effect the performance of the classifier. Experi-
ments are conducted using KEEL tool with three noise filters namely ClassificationFil-
ter, CVCommitteeFilter and EnsembleFilter. Training set with 20% attribute noise
is taken from KEEL dataset repository and used in experiments. The accuracy of
Support Vector Machine without preprocessing of attribute noise datasets is low than
with preprocessing with Noise Filters. It is clear that EnsembleFilter preprocessing
significantly improved the accuracy of Support Vector Machine on both training set
and test set.
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